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20. Night Bazaar: ไนทบาซาร ถนนชางคลาน

* Chiangmai Night Bazaar first appeared several centuries ago as meeting
point for traders when Lanna Kingdom’s capital was a major stop on the   
caravan route between southern China and Burmese seaports.

* Every evening Night Bazaar comes alive, boots are squeezed on to the
pavementpavement.

* Night Bazaar is considered legendary and certainly the cheapest place for
tourists to shop in Thailand.

* Bargaining is a part of market life for most Thais. Bargaining should be fun
and the best deals happen when both sides are happy.

* Many hill tribes journey from the mountains to convert their wares into cash.
* Products include: antiques, fake watches, DVDs, handicrafts, souvenirs, 

colorful silk, Thai fabric, t-shirts, fake name brand products, sunglasses,
luggage shoes silverware interior décor wood carved products gemsluggage, shoes, silverware, interior décor, wood carved products, gems,   
toys, camera, accessories and travel convenience goods.

* A suit measured up, ready for your collection the following evening.
* International selection of food to be enjoyed in an open-seated area with

entertainment provided by the dancers and music.
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21. Saturday Evening Walking Street: (Wuolai Street) ววัลายถนนคนเดินเย็น
วันเสาร
* Wuolai street is known as silver street for good quality of silver and lacquerwares.
* Every Saturday evening from 4.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m., the open-air market will be

set for the famous Lanna handicraft area organized by Chamber of Commerce.
* Hill tribes’ products are offered for sale.
* Local food and Thai traditional performancesp
* Thai families and young college students participate by presenting their 

innovative products.
* Thai massage and foot massage in the open.
* Handmade, local and native products are on display.
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22. Sunday Evening Walking Street: ทาแพถนนคนเดนิเย็นวันอาทติย
* Start from Tha Pae Gate every Sunday from 7.00 p.m. until midnight.
* Variety of local products are offered for sale at reasonable price along both

sides of the street where Thai and foreign tourists enjoy walking.
* Sunday Walking Street is organized by Chiangmai Municipality
* Varieties of 4,000 Lanna handicrafts are presented every Sunday evening.
* It generates at least 30-40 million baht income to sellers in a week.
* Only Chiangmai people are allowed to sell their products Only Chiangmai people are allowed to sell their products.
* No counterfeit products are allowed at this street.
* Local vision had the aim of presenting good Lanna culture, energy saving, 

pollution reduction and tourism promotion.
* After 4 years of Walking Street operation, it has increased in popularity and its

continuation is assured.
* One unusual trend is observed that young generations like to use local

products instead of imported fashion products.
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23. Waterfall: (Mae Klang Waterfall) น้ําตกแมกลาง อ.จอมทอง
* Chiangmai is surrounded by mountains covered by forest, naturally there 

are many waterfalls.
* Mae Klang waterfall in Chom Thong district is the most popular one. It is 

located about 70 km from Chiangmai city.

24. Hot Spring: (Nam Pu Ron) น้ําพุรอน อ.สันกําแพง
* Hot Spring is located in Sankamphaeng district about 34 km. from Chiangmai city.
* The second hot spring, a smaller one and lower temperature, is located in Fang

district about 130 km from Chiangmai city.
* Sankamphaeng Hot Spring can boil eggs within 3 minutes.
* The water from hot spring has high sulphur content and possesses curative

and restorative propertiesand restorative properties.
* Accommodation, swimming pool, dining facilities and mineral bathing rooms are

available.
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25. Caves: (Chiang Dao Cave) ถํ้าเชียงดาว อ. เชียงดาว
* Being surrounded by mountains, Chiangmai has many caves. The most 

popular one is Chiang Dao Cave, it is a charming cave located about 
72 km to the north of Chiangmai city.

* The lovely cave greets visitors with various kinds of fish swimming in a
stream in front of the cave.

* Touring in and around the cave with a local guide is possible by contacting* Touring in and around the cave with a local guide is possible by contacting
local guides in front of the cave which is organized by local government
at village level or Tambon Administrative Organization (TAO).
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26. Tourist Authority of Thailand: (Chiangmai Office)
www.tatchiangmai.org/index-chiangmai-eng.php
* Promote tourism in Chiangmai.
* Provide Calendar Activities of Chiangmai.
* Provide Festival, Tradition, Travel, Handicraft and Tourist Sites Information.

Kum Kam ancient city near Chiangmai city

Wat Chedi Liem Wat Ku Tao

Wat Ku Tao written 
in Lanna language

Chiangmai Moat Chiangmai Orchid Farm
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27. Northern Region Industrial Estate: นิคมอุตสาหกรรม ภาคเหนือ
www.northnikom.go.th
* The Northern Region Industrial Estate is located in Lamphun Province about

30 km from Chiangmai city.
* The Industrial Estate is divided into 4 zones:

- General Industrial Zone.
- Commercial ZoneCommercial Zone.
- Residential Zone.
- Infrastructure Zone.

* FDI firms are from: Japan, Thailand, Belgium, Hong Kong, Israel, Taiwan, 
U.S.A, Malaysia, Singapore, Holland, Swiss, France, China, Korea and India.

Products manufactured by FDI firms in the Industrial Estate are: 

Accessories of Inner Wear Fishing Net Nitrogen Gas
Aircraft Interior Products Food Storage Service Optical Lens

Agricultural Products Fruit Juice Packing & Delivery Services

Aluminum Golf Club Green Mustard Photo Album

Alumina Ceramic Hard Disk Drive P.V.C. Pipe

Artist Brushes Hydraulic Parts Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID)

Concrete Products Jewelry Rice Crackers

Cosmetics Leather Furniture Sewing Machine

Curtain Leather Golf Gloves Stainless Steel Watch Band

Diamond Cutting Leather Wear Water Purification Machinery

Electric Bulb Lighter & Filter Wire Netting

Electronic Components Milk Products Wooden Decoration

Essential Oil Motorcycle Carburetor Wooden Products

Feed-mills Motorcycle Spare-parts
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The 3 FDI firms to be visited are: นิคมอุตสาหกรมมภาคเหนือ 

(1) LTEC LTD.
E-mail: ltec@ltec.fujilura.co.th
Production and Assembly of Electronic Components.
Total Number of Employees: 7,000
Total Land Area: 7 84 hectare (49 rai)Total Land Area: 7.84 hectare (49 rai)

(2) LUMPHUN SHINDENGEN CO., LTD. นิคมอุตสาหกรมมภาคเหนือ
E-mail: lsd@lamphun.shindengen.co.jp
Production and Assembly of Electronic Components.
Total Number of Employees: 1,000
Total Land Area: 3.68 hectare (23 rai)

(3) NAMIKI PRECISION (THAILAND) CO LTD นิคมอตสาหกรมมภาคเหนือ(3) NAMIKI PRECISION (THAILAND) CO., LTD.   นคมอุตสาหกรมมภาคเหนอ
E-mail: aroonrat@namiki.co.jp
Assembly of Electronic Products, Vibrator in mobile phone, Medical equipments..
Total Number of Employees: 580.
Total Land Area: 3.84 hectare (24 rai)

Requirements for visit:
- Official letter to the President (in Japanese)
- Objectives of the visit.
- Date & time of visit.
- Contents of the interview.
- Total number of people visiting the company and name list.

Official letter in Thai to HR Manager or Public Relation Manager- Official letter in Thai to HR Manager or Public Relation Manager. 

*
*
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28. Mountain Top Temple: (Doi Suthep) ดอยสุเทพ 
* The official name is “Wat Prathat Doi Suthep” (Wat = Temple; Prathat = 

Buddha relic; Doi = Mountain; Suthep = Angels) which means the temple
with Buddha relic located on the top of the mountain where the angels live.

* This is the most important temple in Chiangmai, about 18 km. from the city.
* The original pagoda (chedi) on Doi Suthep was constructed at the end of 

14th century The relic was placed on the back of a white elephant which14th century. The relic was placed on the back of a white elephant which
was allowed to roam wherever it wanted. It climbed to the top of Suthep
Mountain, knelt down and died. This was taken as a sign that was the spot
where the relic wanted to be.

* The chedi is located at the peak of the mountain where all of Chiangmai
and the surrounding plain can be seen.

* To reach the temple requires a climb up a staircase of 309 steps or by cable-car.
* Appropriate dress and shoes removal are required before entering the temple.
* There is a saying that “If you miss Doi Suthep you never come to Chiangmai” There is a saying that If you miss Doi Suthep, you never come to Chiangmai .


